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from the electrolyte would allow the safety 
issue to be fundamentally dismissed. 
Furthermore, ASSBs offer additional 
advantages, such as enhanced interfacial 
stability with Li metal electrodes and the 
bipolar stacking of electrodes for higher 
energy density.[3] Based on this motiva-
tion, various inorganic solid electrolytes 
(SEs) have been identified in the past 
decades. Among several different classes, 
sulfide-based SEs, including Li7P3S11,[2a] 
Li10GeP2S12,[4] and Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3,[5] 
are remarkable because some of them 
realize high ionic conductivity of the order 
of 10−2 S cm−1, which is even comparable 
to those of their liquid counterparts. In 
particular, the argyrodites Li6PS5X (X = 
Cl, Br, and I) are of great interest by virtue 
of their competitive ionic conductivity at 
room temperature, mechanical proper-
ties that allow intimate particle-to-particle 
contact, ease of synthesis, and the afford-
ability of their raw materials.[6] Despite the 
advantages associated with the inherent 
properties of these materials, ASSB tech-

nology continues to lag at the research stage because a large-
scale manufacturing scheme has yet to be established. Thus 
far, ASSBs have been tested mainly by fabricating lab-scale 
pellet-type cells for which the electrode and electrolyte powder 
were pressed into an assembly of individual layers. Targeting 
large-scale production, solution-based roll-to-roll coating and 
drying are preferred from the perspectives of economic feasi-
bility and mass productivity.[7] Indeed, the increasing demand 
for solution-based manufacturing processes for ASSBs has 
recently been recognized.[8] However, detailed conditions for 
slurry preparation and electrode fabrication are yet to be identi-
fied and optimized.

A major challenge in developing solution-processed ASSBs 
based on sulfide SEs lies in the difficulty of finding the right 
combinations of polymeric binder and slurry solvent. Critically, 
most sulfide SEs are soluble in polar solvents, including the 
most popular solvent for LIB slurries, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 
(NMP).[9] Hence, solvent selection is limited to nonpolar or 
relatively less polar solvents. This restriction on the choice of 
solvent consequently limits the choice of binder, implying that 
most polymers with polar functional groups cannot be consid-
ered.[10] More seriously, binders that are compatible with these 
solvents and sulfide SE pairs in terms of polarity would result 

Sulfide-based all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs) have been featured as prom-

ising alternatives to the current lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) mainly owing to 

their superior safety. Nevertheless, a solution-based scalable manufacturing 

scheme has not yet been established because of the incompatible polarity 

of the binder, solvent, and sulfide electrolyte during slurry preparation. This 

dilemma is overcome by subjecting the acrylate (co)polymeric binders to 

protection−deprotection chemistry. Protection by the tert-butyl group allows 

for homogeneous dispersion of the binder in the slurry based on a relatively 

less polar solvent, with subsequent heat-treatment during the drying process 

to cleave the tert-butyl group. This exposes the polar carboxylic acid groups, 

which are then able to engage in hydrogen bonding with the active cathode 

material, high-nickel layered oxide. Deprotection strengthens the electrode 

adhesion such that the strength equals that of commercial LIB electrodes, 

and the key electrochemical performance parameters are improved markedly 

in both half-cell and full-cell settings. The present study highlights the poten-

tial of sulfide-based ASSBs for scalable manufacturing and also provides 

insights that protection−deprotection chemistry can generally be used for 

various battery cells that suffer from polarity incompatibility among multiple 

electrode components.

As the territory of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is expanding 
to the green transportation sector, concerns about LIBs pre-
senting a fire hazard originating from the use of flammable 
carbonate solvents have been elevated.[1] All-solid-state batteries 
(ASSBs) are receiving considerable attention as viable alterna-
tives to LIBs,[2] as the elimination of flammable liquid solvents 
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in weak adhesion to the current collector or weak cohesion 
between active materials as well as between the active materials 
and SEs. The inferior mechanical properties of the resulting 
electrodes would result in poor processability[10] and inferior 
electrochemical performance represented by high interfacial 
resistance, capacity fading upon cycling, etc., thereby placing 
a severe hurdle in the way of the entire sulfide-based ASSB 
technology.

Because of the dilemmatic issue of the need for compat-
ibility among the three components (solvent, binder, and SE), 
only nonpolar or weakly polar solvents, such as para(p)-xylene, 
toluene, hexane, and anisole, have been adopted together 
with polymeric binders with low polarities, such as butadiene 
rubber (BR),[8b] styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR),[8c] styrene–
ethylene–butylene–styrene rubber (SEBS),[8d] poly(vinyl chlo-
ride) (PVC),[8e] nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR),[8g,11] silicone 
rubber,[8c] and ethyl cellulose.[8i,12] In order to overcome this 
challenging trade-off between the chemical compatibility and 
mechanical stability of the electrode, out-of-the-box approaches 
are a “must-need”.

Herein, we report a novel binder concept involving protec-
tion−deprotection chemistry that can alter the polarity of the 
binder in the course of the electrode manufacturing process, 
that is, during the slurry mixing stage and final electrode 
fabrication stage. The polar functional groups of the binder 

were protected by nonpolar tert-butyl (t-butyl) groups to ensure 
that the polymer is compatible with the argyrodite sulfide 
SE, Li6PS5Cl (abbreviated as LPSCl) in the slurry mixing pro-
cess. This polymer could be deprotected by thermally cleaving 
the t-butyl group during the process of drying the electrode, 
thus enabling a polar binder to be obtained (Figure  1a). The 
resulting electrode exhibited superior electrode adhesion and 
electrochemical properties in various respects in comparison 
with those of its BR counterpart, a common reference binder 
for solution-processed sulfide-based ASSBs. Apart from the 
enhanced mechanical and electrochemical properties of the 
ASSB cells, the current investigation opens a new avenue in 
battery binder designs, that is, protection−deprotection chem-
istries that allow the binder to transform its functionality at dif-
ferent stages of the cell manufacturing process.

To realize polymeric binder design based on the novel 
concept of protection−deprotection chemistry, we chose 
poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (TBA) and its block copolymer version, 
poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR), with 
the carboxylic acid functional groups of both protected by ther-
mally cleavable t-butyl groups. The protection scheme involving 
the t-butyl group has been used in a wide range of synthetic pro-
cedures in the polymer chemistry field because it allows certain 
functionalities or positions of a polymer to be protected while 
modifying others, thus offering “orthogonal” modification.[13] 

Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of the protection−deprotection chemistry for the adhesive interaction between the polymeric binder and active 
material in the composite cathode. b) Structural changes of poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (TBA) and poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) 
after thermal deprotection.
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On the other hand, it is noted that TBA is commonly used as 
a precursor for the synthesis of the well-known poly(acrylic 
acid) (PAA).[14] Although PAA is a widely used binder for LIB 
electrodes,[15] it is not suitable for sulfide-based ASSBs because 
of the polarity mismatch; the relatively high polarity of PAA 
makes it soluble only in polar solvents, which are highly reac-
tive with sulfide SEs. However, by protecting the carboxylic acid 
group with a t-butyl group, the polarity of PAA can be lowered, 
and the resulting lower polarity of TBA and TBA-b-BR renders 
them soluble in nonpolar or weakly polar solvents. Upon expo-
sure to heat treatment, the t-butyl ester group is decomposed 
to release isobutene and consequently yield carboxylic acid,[16] 
as illustrated in Figure  1b. The deprotected polymers are 
denoted as poly(tert-butyl acrylate-co-acrylic acid) and poly(tert-
butyl acrylate-co-acrylic acid)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene), abbreviated 
as (deprotect) TBA and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, respectively. 
Ultimately, the original TBA and TBA-b-BR with moderate 
adhesion to the NCM active material are transformed into their 
PAA analogs with high adhesion while being processed using 
existing electrode fabrication steps. Thus, the overall polymer 
transformation occurs in situ. To the best of our knowledge, the 
present study is the first to employ in situ polarity switching of 
a polymeric binder for ASSB electrodes.

The weight loss of the TBA and TBA-b-BR binders was 
monitored by isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (ITGA) 
(Figure S1a,b, Supporting Information). When maintained at a 
constant temperature of 120 °C, no significant change in mass 
was observed, whereas the weight corresponding to the t-butyl 
group was lost after 15 h when the constant temperature was 
raised to 160 °C. This observation indicates the presence of a 
threshold temperature for deprotection of the t-butyl group. 
On the other hand, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
profiles (Figure S1c,d, Supporting Information) reveal that the 
glass transition temperatures of TBA and TBA-b-BR are around 
45 °C and below 30 °C, respectively, so that both binders are in 
the rubbery state at the deprotection temperature of 160 °C. The 
chemical bonds of TBA and TBA-b-BR (before deprotection) and 
(deprotect) TBA and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR (after deprotection) 
were investigated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FT-IR) in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode (Figure  2a 
and S2a, Supporting Information). Before the exposure to heat, 
TBA presented strong absorption bands for t-butyl at 1350 and 
1400 cm−1 and the C=O stretching of the ester at 1730 cm−1. 
After thermolysis, the signature peaks of t-butyl at 1350 and 
1400 cm−1 disappeared, and the characteristic ester stretching  
band at 1730 cm−1 broadened owing to the appearance of the car-
boxylic acid band at 1709 cm−1 and anhydride bands at 1752 and 
1804 cm−1.[17] Even when TBA was blended with the LPSCl SE, 
the deprotection occurred in a consistent manner (Figure S2b,  
Supporting Information), implying that the presence of the 
LPSCl SE did not perturb the deprotection reaction. When 
tested solely targeting binders, the TBA film exhibited far 
increased adhesion with the aluminum current collector after 
deprotection (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

In an attempt to evaluate the chemical compatibility of 
TBA, (deprotect) TBA, TBA-b-BR, and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR 
with argyrodite LPSCl SE, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman 
analyses were conducted (Figure S4a−d, Supporting Informa-
tion). In this test, the LPSCl electrolyte was immersed in the 

TBA and TBA-b-BR binder solutions based on butyl butyrate for 
24 h followed by drying at 120 or 160 °C. After this treatment, 
the characteristic[6b,18] peaks of the LPSCl remained on the XRD 
pattern (Figure S4a,c, Supporting Information), and the signa-
ture peak indicative[18,19] of PS4

3− (422 cm−1) was also unchanged 
on the Raman spectra (Figure S4b,d, Supporting Information). 
Hence, the LPSCl SE was concluded to be chemically compat-
ible with all the binder solutions tested herein.

Upon thermal deprotection, the 180° peeling test indicates 
that the (deprotect) TBA and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR electrodes 
showed far stronger adhesion compared to that of their pro-
tected versions and the bare BR electrode (Figure  2b). This 
test was carried out by preparing composite cathode electrodes 
containing 74.5 wt% of active material (LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2, 
abbreviated as NCM711), 21.5 wt% of LPSCl, 2 wt% of super P, 

Figure 2. a) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) (attenuated 
total reflectance, ATR) spectra of the poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-
butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR. b) 180° peeling test 
results of the electrodes containing (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, (deprotect) 
poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (TBA), TBA-b-BR, TBA, and butadiene rubber 
(BR) binders. c) Lithium-ion conductivities of the LPSCl solid electrolyte 
composite films containing (deprotect) TBA, TBA, (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, 
TBA-b-BR, and BR binders. LPSCl: binder = 97.5: 2.5 = w:w.
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and 2 wt% of binder with an areal NCM711 loading of 8 and 
16  mg  cm−2. The average peeling strength of the (deprotect) 
TBA-b-BR, (deprotect) TBA, TBA-b-BR, TBA and BR electrodes 
with a loading of 8 mg  cm−2 was 23.4, 13.2, 11.0, 5.81, and 
0.24 gf mm−1, respectively. Also, a control experiment reveals 
that the peeling strength of electrodes was in proportion to the 
deprotection reaction time (Figure S5, Supporting Information). 
Remarkably, the peeling strength of the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR 
electrode was 98 times greater than that of its BR counterpart, 
and is even as high as that of established LIB electrodes,[8b] 
pointing to the feasibility of using this electrode as a high-
loading electrode, which is essential for cells with commercial-
level volumetric energy densities. These comparative adhesion 
force values, in turn, imply that the adhesion of BR binder is 
unsatisfactory for practical cells, despite its common use in 
academic research.[8b] Furthermore, the adhesive force of the 
(deprotect) TBA and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR electrodes increased 
nearly twice after thermal deprotection owing to the formation 
of hydrogen bonds between the active material and the binder. 
When the areal loading of NCM711 was raised to 16 mg cm−2, 
the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR electrode showed peeling strength of 
19.5 gf mm−1, i.e., slightly less compared to the areal loading of 
8 mg cm−2. However, this value is substantially higher than that 
of its (deprotect) TBA counterpart even with the low loading of  
8 mg cm−2 and is still extraordinarily high for sulfide-based ASSB 
electrodes. In addition, the enhanced peeling strength engaging 
the deprotection was valid for films without active material. 
When LPSCl films were prepared by including 10 wt% binders, 
LPSCl_(deprotect) TBA showed much higher peeling strength  
compared to that of LPSCl_TBA and LPSCl_BR (Figure S6, Sup-
porting Information) owing to the hydrogen bonds between 
(deprotect) TBA and the aluminum foil. On the other hand, 
although (deprotect) TBA has a greater proportion of carboxyl 
groups than (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, (deprotect) TBA is inherently 
rigid, rendering the electrode too brittle. This issue is indeed 
well known for acrylate type binders.[15b,20] Thus, the adhesion 
and chain flexibility play a synergistic role in realizing the supe-
rior adhesion of (deprotect) TBA-b-BR. The brittle character of 
the (deprotect) TBA electrode was revealed by the formation 
of cracks and electrode peeling when subjected to a mandrel 
bending test using cylindrical mandrels with different diameters 
(Figure S7, Supporting Information). Taking into account these 
two complementary properties, we chose the (deprotect) TBA-
b-BR binder as the main binder for our electrochemical tests.

Considering the fact that the binders are ionically insulating, 
the effect of binder incorporation on the ionic conductivity was 
investigated using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) by preparing SE composite films consisting of 97.5 wt% 
LPSCl SE and 2.5 wt% binder (Figure  2c). For comparison, 
a bare LPSCl film without binder was also prepared by cold-
pressing pelletization. Significantly, the ionic conductivities 
of the binder-incorporated films were of the same order of 
magnitude, 10−3 S cm−1, as that of the binder-free pelletized 
reference (4.8 × 10−3 S cm−1), although they were exposed to 
the binder solutions in which the SE was immersed for 24 h. 
The ionic conductivities of LPSCl_(deprotect) TBA, LPSCl_
TBA, LPSCl_ (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, LPSCl_TBA-b-BR, and 
LPSCl_BR were 2.7 × 10−3, 1.6 × 10−3

, 1.7 × 10−3, 1.4 × 10−3, and 
1.1 × 10−3 S cm−1, respectively, implying that the LPSCl_TBA 
and LPSCl_TBA-b-BR films already achieved higher ionic 

conductivity compared to their LPSCl_BR counterpart and 
the value increased even further upon deprotection. The ionic 
conductivities of the binder-incorporated films indicate that all 
the binders were well dispersed in their slurries and electrodes 
because the ionic conductivities would have been impaired 
much more significantly if otherwise. The higher ionic con-
ductivities of LPSCl_(deprotect) TBA and LPSCl_(deprotect) 
TBA-b-BR than those of LPSCl_TBA and LPSCl_TBA-b-BR can  
be explained by the removal of the bulky t-butyl group, which 
assists Li ion transport as a result of improved contact among 
the LPSCl particles. In addition, the activation energy of Li 
ion transport was derived from Arrhenius plots attained from 
ion conductivity measurements at different temperatures 
(25−65 °C) (Figure S8, Supporting Information). The activa-
tion energies of LPSCl_(deprotect) TBA, LPSCl_TBA, LPSCl_
(deprotect) TBA-b-BR, LPSCl_TBA-b-BR, and LPSCl_BR turned 
out to be 0.297, 0.365, 0.397, 0.438, and 0.473 eV,  respectively, 
implying that upon deprotection, the ionic transport becomes 
less temperature sensitive.

The effect of the binder on the electrochemical performance 
was evaluated by fabricating all-solid-state half-cells consisting of 
a binder-incorporated composite cathode, binder-free LPSCl SE 
layer, and lithium–indium (Li–In) counter electrode (Figure 3). 
In this half-cell study, binder was excluded from the LPSCl SE 
layer to enable us to focus on the effect of the binder on the 
performance of the cathode. To confirm the electrochemical sta-
bility, a cyclic voltammetry (CV) test was carried out for (depro-
tect) TBA-b-BR at 0.1 mV s−1 in the potential range of 1.5−3.7 V 
versus Li–In (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The CV pro-
files remained peak-free during cycling, and we thus conclude 
that (deprotect) TBA-b-BR is electrochemically stable in the 
given potential range. For the half-cell tests, the composite cath-
odes had a composition of NCM711/LPSCl/super P/binder = 
74.5:21.5:2:2 by weight, and the areal mass loading of the active 
material was 8 or 16 mg cm−2. Once the slurry was cast on alu-
minum (Al) foil and dried, cell assembly was completed by cold 
pressing the assembled cathode, electrolyte, and anode layers. 
Galvanostatic scans were recorded at 0.1C (19.5 mA g−1) in the 
range of 1.88−3.68 V versus Li–In. Half-cells with cathodes with 
the lower active loading with (deprotect) TBA-b-BR, TBA-b-BR, 
(deprotect) TBA, TBA, and BR showed the first discharge capac-
ities of 160.3, 160.2, 159.6, 152.8, and 160.1 mAh g−1, respectively 
(Figure S10a−e, Supporting Information). After 75 cycles, these 
(deprotect) TBA-b-BR, TBA-b-BR, (deprotect) TBA, TBA and 
BR cells maintained distinct specific capacities of 140.4, 62.7, 
118.4, 39.9, and 29.5 mAh g−1, respectively (Figure 3a and S10,  
Supporting Information), corresponding to 87.6, 39.2, 74.2, 
26.1, and 18.4% capacity retention with respect to their initial 
capacities (Figure S10f, Supporting Information). As displayed 
in Figure 3a, the capacity of the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell deliv-
ered cycling performance far superior to that of its protected 
counterpart and other binder-based cells. Notably, the trend of 
the cyclability is consistent with that of the electrode adhesion 
displayed in Figure 2b, implying that the mechanical integrity 
represented by the interparticle contact plays a central role in 
the long-term performance of the electrodes. Interestingly, 
cell-to-cell variations in the Coulombic efficiency (CE) were 
observed in the early cycling period (Figure S10g, Supporting 
Information) such that it is difficult to define the best binder. 
This phenomenon is ascribed to the well-known structural 
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instability of sulfide-based SEs at high voltages that is promi-
nent in early cycling.[21] However, in the later cycles when the 
SE is structurally stabilized, the CEs of the (deprotect) TBA-
b-BR cell were more stable at high values compared to those of 
the other cells (Figure S10h, Supporting Information), which is 
once again ascribed to the strengthened interparticle contacts.

When the areal active loading was increased to 16 mg cm−2, 
the effect of the binder became more distinct (Figure  3b). 
For the half-cells with the high cathode loading, the (depro-
tect) TBA-b-BR, (deprotect) TBA, and BR half-cells exhibited 
initial discharge capacities of 153.5, 147.6, and 150.7 mAh g−1, 
respectively (Figure S11a−c, Supporting Information). With 
this increased areal loading, the (deprotect) TBA and BR cells 
clearly performed worse compared to the cells with the lower 
loading as both cells lost their capacities from the very early 
cycles and retained only 55.7% and 24.0% of their respective 

initial capacities after 50 cycles. In sharp contrast, the cycling 
behavior of the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell with this high active 
loading remained comparable to that of the lower loading case, 
i.e., 80.0% retention after 50 cycles. Consistent with the series 
of results above, the superior cycling performance of the (depro-
tect) TBA-b-BR cell is largely associated with the strengthened 
mechanical stability of the electrode resulting from the intimate 
particle-to-particle contact, which also contributes to stabilizing  
the interface.[22] The distinct cyclability of the (deprotect)  
TBA-b-BR cell was reflected in its CEs. As recognized com-
monly for sulfide-based ASSBs,[23] all three of the cells adversely 
experienced relatively low initial CEs (76.3, 73.3, and 67.8%, 
respectively) due to the known thermodynamically unstable 
nature of LPSCl at high voltages,[21] which lead to the forma-
tion of a passivation layer on the SE. Nevertheless, the CE of 
the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell increased more rapidly from the 
2nd cycle compared to those of the other two cells (Figure S11d, 
Supporting Information). The improved interparticle contact of 
the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell was also reflected in its superior 
rate performance compared to the BR cell when evaluated at 
C-rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.5C (Figure 3c).

In an attempt to monitor the electrochemical behavior, EIS 
analysis was carried out for the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR and BR 
half-cells before cycling and after 50 cycles (Figure  4). The 

Figure 3. a) Cycling performance of the NCM/Li–In all-solid-state half-cells 
containing butadiene rubber (BR), poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (TBA), (depro-
tect) TBA, poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR), and 
(deprotect) TBA-b-BR binders when measured at 0.1C (19.5 mA g−1) and  
25 °C. Areal loading of NCM711 active material = 8 mg  cm−2. b) Cycling  
performance of the NCM/Li–In all-solid-state half-cells containing BR, 
(deprotect) TBA, and (deprotect) TBA-b-BR binders when tested at 0.1C  
(19.5 mA g−1) and 25 °C. Areal loading of NCM711 active material = 16 mg cm−2. 
c) Rate capability of the same two cells with the loading of NCM711 active 
material being 16 mg cm−2 when measured at various C-rates.

Figure 4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) plots of the 
NCM/Li–In all-solid-state half-cells containing butadiene rubber (BR) 
and (deprotect) poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) 
binders a) before cycling and b) after 50 charge−discharge cycles at 0.1C.
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electrochemical behavior was fitted to an equivalent circuit (inset 
in Figure 4), which made it possible to obtain the resistance of 
the SE layer (RSE) and the charge transfer resistance (RCT) from 
the x-axis intercept and the amplitude of the semicircles in the 
Nyquist plots, respectively.[8e,24] The RSE of all samples remained 
similarly near 10 Ω cm2 regardless of the cycle number, which 
can be interpreted to indicate that RSE consistently represents 
the intrinsic bulk resistance of the LPSCl. In contrast, the RCT of 
these cells increased significantly during cycling. Nonetheless, 
between both cells, the increase in RCT was more prominent  
with the BR cell than with the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell; the 
RCT of the BR cell increased from 62.2 to 508.5 Ω cm2 after  
50 cycles, whereas that of the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell 
increased from 54.0 to 147.3 Ω cm2. The more significant 
increase in the RCT of the BR cell, once again, reflects loosened 
interparticle contact upon cycling.

The distinct evolution of the interfacial resistance of both 
cells was anticipated to originate from the stability of inter-
particle contact during cycling. To confirm this scenario, the 
microstructures of the cathode composite layers were visualized 
before and after charge−discharge cycles using cross-sectional 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 5 and Figure S12, 
Supporting Information). Prior to the cycling, all of the elec-
trodes showed intimate interparticle contact and negligible 
voids (Figure  5a,b and Figure S12a, Supporting Information).  
After 25 cycles, the most discernible feature was the forma-
tion of cracks in the active NCM711 particles; in the case of 
the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR electrode, the majority of active par-
ticles appeared to be crack-free (Figure 5c), whereas the active 

particles in the BR electrode exhibited a greater number of 
internal cracks as marked with yellow dotted lines in Figure 5d. 
The formation of these cracks is a well-known degradation 
mechanism of the high-Ni NCM family, with its origins in the 
anisotropic volume expansion of the active phase.[25] Apart from 
this, according to the same SEM image, disintegration of the 
NCM711 and SE particles was more severe in the BR electrode, 
as indicated by the green arrows. The worsened condition of 
the active-SE contacts represents[26] disconnected percola-
tion paths for Li ion transport, which also explains the larger 
semicircle in the EIS profile of the BR electrode after 50 cycles 
(Figure  4b). The loosened interparticle contact as well as the 
interfacial degradation during cycling is an inherently prob-
lematic aspect of ASSBs,[21d,27] although it is almost inevitable 
once the active material undergoes substantial volume change. 
All in all, stable interparticle contact resulting from enhanced 
adhesion of the binder plays a critical role in improving the 
cyclability of ASSBs, in addition to providing feasibility for 
large-scale processing.

Finally, our electrochemical assessment was expanded to test 
full-cells paired with graphite anodes. These NCM/graphite 
all-solid-state full-cells were fabricated by sequentially casting 
the composite cathode and electrolyte layers on Al foil via the 
doctor blade technique. The compositions of the cathode and SE 
layers were NCM711:LPSCl:super P:binder = 74.5:21.5:2:2 and  
LPSCl:binder = 97.5:2.5 in weight, respectively. The anode 
layer was also prepared via the same slurry casting pro-
cess on nickel (Ni) foil and consisted of graphite, LPSCl, 
and binder in a weight ratio of 78:19.5:2.5. For the anodes, 

Figure 5. a−d) Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the composite cathode layers containing (deprotect) poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-
b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) (a,c) and butadiene rubber (BR) (b,d) binders. Before cycling (a,b) and after 25 charge−discharge cycles at 0.1C (c,d).
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BR binder was used because the hydrophobic nature of the 
graphite surface would not benefit from the binder design 
used for the cathode. The separately prepared cathode/SE 
layers and the anode layer were assembled via cold pressing 
to complete the full-cell. See the cross-section of the full-
cell using plasma focused ion beam (FIB, Figure S13, Sup-
porting Information). The n/p ratio, defined as the total 
capacity ratio between the negative and positive electrodes,  
was 1.2. We invoked high NCM711 loadings of 16 mg cm−2 
to determine the practical viability of the present cell  
fabrication scheme involving the new binder. When cycled 
at 0.1C (19.5 mA gNCM

−1) in the voltage range of 2.5−4.3 V  
(Figure 6a), the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR cell delivered reversible 
capacity of 153.4 mAh gNCM

−1 in its first cycle and retained 
85.5% of the initial capacity after 45 cycles (Figure  6b). 
Remarkably, the CE of this full-cell reached 99.5% at the 
8th cycle and stayed above this value in the subsequent 
cycles (inset in Figure  6b). A control full-cell based on BR  
binder exhibited inferior capacity retention of only 42.8%  
after 30 cycles (Figure S14, Supporting Information). As men-
tioned for the performance of the half-cells, stable cycling in 
the full-cell operation is attributed to increased and stable 
interparticle contact facilitated by enhanced adhesion of the 
binder.

In summary, we introduced a novel binder design based on 
protection−deprotection chemistry, which resolves the tricky 
issue of polarity compatibility among the three electrode com-
ponents (solvent, binder, and SE) in the slurry solution. This  
task was accomplished by switching the polarity of the binder 
during the course of electrode fabrication via cleavage of 
the t-butyl protecting group. Upon deprotection, the polar 
carboxy lic acid group is exposed, which enables hydrogen 
bonding interaction with the NCM active material to enhance 
the adhesion strength drastically, even beyond the levels of 
established LIB electrodes. When examined in both all-solid-
state half-cells and full-cell settings, the (deprotect) TBA-b-BR 
cell exhibited superior cycling and rate performance compared 
to that of the BR and its protected analog, revealing the critical  
role of the deprotection scheme in the key cell performance 
parameters. The improved electrochemical and adhesion 
properties are ascribed to tightened interparticle contact and 
the resulting improved interfacial stability. The present inves-
tigation is the first demonstration of in situ polarity switching 
of the polymeric binder for solution-processible sulfide-based 
ASSBs and highlights the unique and useful nature of depro-
tection chemistry when designing binders that need to be 
employed in combination with multiple slurry components 
with incompatible polarities.

Experimental Section

Materials: The argyrodite LPSCl used was bi-modal in terms of particle 
size: 2 and 0.7 μm. The Li0.5In counter electrode was prepared by mixing 
Li (FMC Lithium Corp.) and In (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%) powder in the 
atomic ratio of 0.5:1 and compressing them in contact with the SE pellet 
during cell assembly. Poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (TBA) with a number-
average molecular weight (Mn) of 143  000  g mol−1 and poly(tert-butyl 
acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) in which the TBA and BR 
blocks have Mn values of 20 000 and 130 000 g mol−1, respectively, were 
purchased from Polymersource Inc. Polybutadiene rubber with a weight-
average molecular weight (Mn) of ≈200 000 g mol−1 was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich.

Characterization of Materials: The thermal behavior of the deprotection 
reaction was monitored by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q500, TA 
Instruments). The thermograms of binders were obtained using DSC 
(DSC 4000, Perkin-Elmer). The characteristics of the chemical bonds 
of the TBA and TBA-b-BR binders before and after deprotection were 
analyzed by FT-IR (Tensor27, Bruker). The compatibility of the LPSCl 
SE with the binders was assessed by dispersing the LPSCl powder in 
2.5 wt% binder solutions based on butyl butyrate and dried at 120 °C 
for 15 h. The same procedure was followed for the deprotected binders 
except that the drying temperature was raised to 160 °C. After the drying 
step, the crystal structures and bonding characteristics of the LPSCl 
were examined by performing XRD analysis (New D8 Advance, Bruker) 
and Raman spectroscopy (Raman, DXR2xi, Thermo), respectively. The 
peeling strength of the composite cathodes was evaluated by conducting 
a 180° peeling test using a universal testing machine (QM 100S, 
QMESYS). For this test, 3M scotch tape was attached to the electrode 
of 25 × 30 mm2 and was peeled off at a constant displacement rate 
of 10 mm s−1 while the peeling force was continuously monitored. For 
mandrel tests, composite cathodes were prepared and were subjected 
to five bending−unbending cycles around the cylindrical mandrels 
with varying diameters (3−8 mm)  . The cross-sectional images of the 
composite cathode layers before and after cycling were obtained using 
a FIB (Helios G4, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cross-sectional images 
of the NCM/graphite full-cell were obtained using plasma focused ion 
beam (Helios G4 PFIB CXe Dual Beam, FEI Company).

Figure 6. a) The 1st and 45th charge−discharge profiles of the NCM/
graphite all-solid-state full-cell containing (deprotect) poly(tert-butyl 
acrylate)-b-poly(1,4-butadiene) (TBA-b-BR) binder at 0.1C (19.5 mA gNCM

−1) 
at 25 °C. Areal loading of NCM711 active material = 16 mg cm−2. b) Cycling 
performance and Coulombic efficiencies of the same full-cell in (a) when 
measured at 0.1C for both charge and discharge.
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Electrochemical Characterization: The Li ionic conductivities 
were measured by AC impedance analysis using a battery cycler 
(VSP, Bio-Logic). For this analysis, slurries containing the LPSCl 
electrolyte and binders in a weight ratio of 97.5:2.5 were prepared in 
butyl butyrate, dried completely, and then pelletized at 590 MPa. AC 
impedances were then measured in a symmetric cell configuration of 

Al foil|LPSCl-binder composite layer|Al foil in the frequency range from 
1 MHz to 0.1 Hz. The obtained impedance profiles were fi tted to  the 
equivalent circuit using the Z-view software. The ionic conductivity 

was determined by using the following relation: σ  = L/Rb A, where 
L, Rb, and A correspond to the thickness of the LPSCl electrolyte 
layer, the bulk resistance, and the area of the LPSCl electrolyte 
layer, respectively. The electrochemical stability of the (deprotect)  
TBA-b-BR binder was examined by CV measurement in which the 

voltage was scanned at 0.1 mV s−1 in the potential range of 1.5–3.7 V 
versus Li–In. The binder films used in this analysis were prepared by 
casting 10 wt% binder solutions based on butyl butyrate onto Al foil 

followed by heat treatment at 160 °C for 15 h. For the fabrication of the 
all-solid-state half-cells, the composite cathodes were prepared by first 
dispersing NCM711, LPSCl, super P, and binder in butyl butyrate in a 
weight ratio of 74.5:21.5:2:2, followed by casting on Al foil and drying 

at 120 °C for 15 h. The binders were deprotected by subjecting the 
electrodes to heat treatment at 160 °C for 15 h for in situ deprotection 
and then maintained at room temperature under vacuum for 24 h. 
The cell assembly was fabricated by first p elletizing 1 00 m g o f L PSCl 
to the SE layer by cold-pressing it at 120 MPa, followed by positioning 
the composite cathode layer underneath the SE layer. The anode 
layer composed of Li0.5In was then placed on top of the SE layer. 
Subsequently, the assembled cell was compressed at pressure of  
590 MPa. Al and Cu foils were used as the cathode and anode current 
collectors, respectively. After the compression, the cell was positioned 
in a housing case that was internally fabricated for pressure control 
during cell testing. The torque applied during cell tests was 12 Nm. 
The electrochemical performance of the all-solid-state half-cells was 
galvanostatically assessed in the potential range of 1.88–3.68 V versus 
Li–In using a battery cycler (MACCOR series 4000). Both the charge 
and discharge were proceeded in constant current constant voltage 

(CCCV) mode, and the C-rate was defined a s 1 C = 1 95 m A g −1
. T he 

NCM711/graphite all-solid-state full-cells were fabricated by preparing 
the composite cathode electrodes via the same procedure as for 
the half-cells. Electrolyte slurries consisting of LPSCl and BR binder 
in butyl butyrate in a weight ratio of 97.5:2.5 were cast onto the 
completely dried cathode layer, followed by heat treatment at 160 °C 
for 15 h. Anode slurries were prepared by dispersing graphite, LPSCl, 
and BR binder in butyl butyrate in a weight ratio of 78:19.5:2.5 and 
were cast onto Ni foil using the doctor blade technique, followed 
by heat treatment at 120 °C for 1 h and subsequent drying at room 
temperature under vacuum for 24 h. The cell was assembled by 
placing the composite anode layer on the LPSCl-cathode assembly and 
compressed at 490MPa. The n/p ratio (the areal capacity ratio between 
the negative and positive electrodes) was 1.2. After compression, the 
cell was positioned in the same housing case as in the half-cell tests. 
All assembly processes were carried out in an Ar-filled glove box.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available
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